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Xulon Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 136 pages. Dimensions: 7.8in. x 5.0in. x
0.5in.Are you a person who loves details This is one book filled with detailed descriptions of every
physical characteristic of the palm tree and the spiritual significance it represents. You will be
thrilled when you read the divine revelations that are found on each and every page of this book.
How marvelous is the creation of our God! Get ready to embark on a journey where you will discover
the precious nuggets of truth that surround the growth of this beautiful tree as it correlates with our
spiritual walk and development to full maturity. -Lorrie Croxton Flourish Like the Palm Tree Lorrie
Croxton is the founder of Nurturing Hearts, LLC an organization dedicated to educating,
encouraging, exhorting, equipping and empowering individuals to execute their full potential in
Gods plan for their lives. Her books, music, and teaching encourage all to be steadfast, unmovable
in bringing glory and honor to God. She has a heart for nurturing and a gift of exhortation. She has a
heart for those in leadership to bring them encouragement and strength. She has a heart to see the
lost reconciled to God...
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ReviewsReviews

This composed book is excellent. it was actually writtern very perfectly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad advised this book to learn.
-- Maymie O'Kon-- Maymie O'Kon

Here is the finest ebook i have got read until now. It really is simplistic but excitement within the 50 percent in the book. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Lupe Connelly-- Lupe Connelly
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